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Abstract: The neutral form of the spirocation intermediate in the dienone-phenol rear- 
rangement of a steroidal p-quinol has been isolated, providing a direct prove of the accepted 
mechanism. Changing acidic conditions, phenolic products were obtained. 

Although the dienone-phenol rearrangement of steroidal dienones has been exhaustively 

L studied for its potential application to the synthesis of estrogenic steroidsl, few work has 
2 

been done with steroidal p-quinols such as 1 . These compounds join to a dienone structure an 

hydroxyl group in a position (C-10) directly involved in this acid-catalyzed rearrangement. 

We wish to communicate the isolation of a spiran in the acid-catalyzed rearrangement of 

the p-quinol 1 (log-hydroxy-1,4-estradien-3,17-dione). To our knowledge, no spiran has ever 

been isolated in the dienone-phenol rearrangement of steroidal dienones. The result here 

reported provides a direct prove of the commonly accepted mechanism' by means of isolation of 

the postulated spirocationic inter- 

mediate as its neutral form. 

tone 

The p-quinol L3 w; n;ll;;;; &tm +O& 

under reflux in 
7 

with p-toluenesulfonic acid in ace- 

atmosphere. The reaction was monito- 1 2 3 

red by t.1.c. and showed no further evolution after 17 h. After titration with solid bicarbo 

nate and usual work up followed by Si02 gel column chromatography, the spiroendione 2 (72%) 

and the acetone addition product 3 (28%) were isolated. Both reaction products 2 and 3 are - - 
unknown and their structures were stablished by spectroscopic analysis 4 . The result can be 

rationalized by the following formal mechanism (fig. 2): 

-3 
Fig.2 
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Assuming the generally accepted reaction pathways for the dienone-phenol rearrangement 

(DPR?, a first 1,2-shift of the C9-Cl0 bond on the protonated dienone (2) will lead to the 

spirocation 2. At this stage, the second 1,2-shift (which would lead to a phenolic product) 

doesn't take place, and the neutral form of the cation g (2) is isolated. The absence of 

this second migration can be explained comparing the spirocation 2 here formed with the 

equivalent spirocation g, which is usually postulated as sn intermediate in the DPR when 

the angular substituent is an alkyl group. The first 

1,2-shift to the spirocation 2 converts a dienone 

into a carbocation. 28 can not be stabilized, and a - 

second 1,2-shift of the C9-C5 bond towards C4 is 

forced, affording the DPR products. However, the 

spirocation 2A is a protonated endione and its - 

neutral form can be isolated by lost of a proton. 
( 

This mechanism assumes that the acidic conditions used are able to protonate the die- 

none but not the Cl0 hydroxyl group (in accordance with the corresponding tabulated pKa5). 

In order to confirm the mechanistic hypothesis and support the assumption that 1 ari- 

ses from a "trapping" of the spirsnic intermediate in the DPR, two kind of experiments were 

planned: the use of stronger acids with special emphasis in those that are typical reagents 

for the dienone-phenol rearrangement', and the testing of the further evolution of the spi- 

roendione 2 in acid media. Results are summarized in table 1. 

In a first set of experiments, the p-quinol 1 was treated in the classical DPR acidic 

conditions (entries 2, 3 and 4) which combines stronger acidity than p-TsOH and acylating 

conditions. Aromatization of ring A is observed in all the cases with the isolation of the 

"meta" type or "para" type diphenols or their acetyl derivatives (4, 5 and 5). When a strong 

and dehydrating acid as H SO 2 4 97% was used (entry 5), 9(11)-dehydroestrone (1) was obtained, 

arising from a lost of water and further rearrangement to the styrenic system. 

On the other hand, the formation of 2 is reversible. Addition of water before titra- 

tion in the work up of the reaction with p-TsOH shows that 2 goes partially back to 1. Fur- 

thermore, treatment of 2 with HC104 in THF yields 1 again (entry 6, table 1). 

The behaviour of 1 in those different acidic conditions and the fact of reversibility 

in the conversion 1~2, are in agreement with the previous proposed mechanism for the p- 

quinol-spiroendione rearrangement (fig. 3). Classifying the acid media in three types (A, B 

and C), we can conclude: 

- if the tertiary hydroxyl group is protonated (type A) dehydratation and 

aromatization occurs 

- if the acid media is not strong enough to protonate the hydroxyl group in Cl0 (type 

B), the spirocation formed after the first migration corresponds to a protonated 

endione, and its neutral form can be isolated as the spiroendione 2 (according to fig 

2) 

- if the conditions are also acylating (type C), a dienone-phenol rearrangement, 

probably via the lo-acyloxy derivative, takes place. The acetoxy substituent in Cl0 

would avoid the possibility to stabilize the carbocation formed after the first 

migration forcing a second 1,2-shift to a phenolic product. 
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TABLE 1 

ENTRY SUBSTRATE ACIDIC CONDITIONS REACTION PRODUCTS ( % Yield ) 

TsOH acetone 

2 1 H2S04 Ac20 

3 

4 

I 5 

HCI H20 AcOH 

HC104 Ac20 

H2S04 97% 

6 2 HCIO‘, THF 

AcO 

OH 

1 (20) 

Fig.3 

type A : H2S04 97% 

type B : TsOH/acetone 

type c : H2S04/Ac20; HC1/H20/AcOH; HC104/Ac20 
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Conclusion: The p-quinol 1 undergoes the dienone-phenol rearrangement leading to the expec- 

ted "meta" type or "para" type diphenols or derivatives. On treatement with a weaker acid in 

a non-acylating conditions a spiroendione (1) is obtained. Mechanistically this compound 

represents, to our knowledge, the first isolation of the neutral form of the postulated 

spirocation intermediate in the dienone-phenol rearrangement of steroidal compounds7. 
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